When Will I Be Loved?
by Phil Everly (1960)

Intro: A ----------------- ----------------- E ---2-0---------2-0----------2-0----- C --------3-------3---------3--- low G -------4-----------4---------4--

B               *E      *F#     B               *E      *F#     B               *E      *F#     B               *E      *F#
I've been made blue, (R) I've been lied to, (R) when will I be loved?
B               *E      *F#     B               *E      *F#     B               *E      *F#     B
I've been turned down, (R) I've been pushed 'round, (R) when will I be loved? (R) (R) (R)

Chorus: When I meet a new girl, that I want for mine
E                      F#                  *E      *F#       B
She always breaks my heart in two, it happens every time

B               *E      *F#     B               *E      *F#     B               *E      *F#     B
I've been cheat-ed, (R) been mis-treat-ed, (R) when will I be loved? (R) (R) (R)

Chorus: When I meet a new girl, that I want for mine
E/     E/            E/       F#/ F#/ F#/ F#/       E/     E/     E/       B/ B/ B/
She always breaks my heart in two, it happens every time

B               *E      *F#     B               *E      *F#     B               *E      *F#     B
I've been cheat-ed, (R) been mis-treat-ed, (R) when will I be loved? (R) (R) (R)

B               E      F#     B               E      F#
When will I be loved? (R) (R) (R)
B               E      F#     B               E      F#
When will I be loved? (R) (R) (R)
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